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06 Years of the Federal Reserve

In August of 1997, when the public was first allowed to put precious metals into an IRA, 
gold sold for $320 per ounce. As of this printing, gold has increased by over 400% in the 
last 22 years. Silver has also taken a similar path. How is it that precious metals can average 
such spectacular long-term price increases? Well, most of that growth is the effect of your 
dollars shrinking and you needing more of them to buy a real asset like gold and silver.

This watering down of the U.S. dollar is nothing new as is made evident by our infographic 
below, titled “106 Years of the Federal Reserve.” Also, notice how the dollar’s slide acceler-
ated after 1971, once it was no longer backed by gold.





The Custodian - The Certified Gold Exchange can work with any established custodian 
of your choice. Firms we recommend are Strata Trust Company , GoldStar Trust Co and 
Kingdom Trust. Each of these custodians have different areas of expertise and fee 
schedules available on their websites. Please be sure to contact your favorite CGE 
advisor for a consultation based on your unique needs so that we can match you with 
the optimal authorized custodian.



The Process Via Transfer - We transfer the desired amount from your current custodian to 
Strata Trust (your new custodian). You never take possession of the funds and there is no 
extra paperwork at tax time. The IRS allows unlimited custodian to custodian transfers.

The Process Via Rollover - A rollover implies that you received funds from your current 
custodian and you are going to send the full amount received to Strata Trust within the 
60 days allotted by the IRS. The IRS will be notified by the custodian at tax time and you 
are only allowed 1 rollover within a 12 month period. 

NNon Traditional Options - Develop a custom plan using one of over 150 strategies. Are 
you interested in lowering your IRA and 401k accounts tax burdens and having more 
control of the retirement you’ve worked so hard to enjoy? Maybe you should convert to 
a Roth and use custodian spot price valuations which could cut taxes. Just call our certi-
fied IRA advisors to discuss your unique situation and we’ll share time tested solutions 
that could save you 1000’s or more in taxes.



Your Precious Metals IRA Offers
Instant Liquidity



Once your metals are delivered, confirmed and cataloged, your CGE adviser will walk you 
through the initial setup of your online account. Now you can track your metals 24 hours 
a day online and you will also receive an email statement quarterly. Paper statements can 
be mailed for a small additional cost.

24 Hour Online Real-Time  Account Access

Is A Gold Or Silver IRA Better?

With a self directed IRA you alone will ultimately select which metals are right for you. It 
can be helpful to know that both gold and silver reached the their recent historical highs 
in 2011. Gold hit $1900 and silver reached $49.80. Gold is currently 45% under $1900 
while silver is 317% below $49.80. When you divide 45% into 317% you come up with 7 
times. So just based on each metal getting back to their 2011 levels, the return on invest-
ment is 7 dollars in silver for every 1 dollar in gold. All opinion and forecast aside, don't 
you wish all your decisions were this easy?

Your Instincts Are Spot-On

You can also take delivery of your gold and silver by requesting your custodian send all or 
any portion of your metals to your home or office. Distributions are subject to normal IRA 
rules; however, there are options available to decrease the tax burden, so please consult 
your favorite Certified Gold Exchange adviser to chart the best course of action.

According to a 2019 survey, 50% of economists believe the US will enter another recession 
by 2020. While a staggering 75% felt the recession would occur by 2021. So call 
1-800-300-0715 now, and gain the comfort that can only come from having secured shelter 
before the coming storm.




